Hillary, False Flags, Pope Francis
Well, once again, today I have mostly bad news and I want to respond
to four emails I received this past week and the first comes from ‘cat g’
and she writes: ‘where is your proof you have been right about
previous false flags? No one is going to believe you after the fact
and it's been over a year since you posted; so why no update?’
Well, thank you, cat; the fact is there have been no false flags recently
and the reason is because that would hurt Hillary Clinton's campaign.
She wants to greatly increase immigration from terrorist countries in
the Middle East and Mr. Trump says that we should vet those people.
He is right, she is wrong, and more terrorist attacks would hurt her
position.
That doesn't mean we won't have terrorist attacks but they will be
genuine and we have had quite a few, but the news media plays them
down. In fact, that's how you can tell the difference between a false
flag terrorist attack and a real one because the media gives the false
flags all kinds of attention. That's because false flags support their
agenda, whereas a real terrorist attack during the presidential
campaign, hurts Hillary Clinton. So that is why, cat, you won’t see any
more false flags for a while until after the election.
Now, as far as me being right, the first iPad commercial, ‘Your Verse’,
did prophesy the Charlie Hebdo massacre. And the second iPad
commercial, I predicted, would be an 8-15 event and I showed you a
clock with the clock face centered on Ferguson, Missouri. The big hand
pointed to Charleston, South Carolina, where there was that church
bombing and the little hand pointed toward; now, I said Hoover Dam, if
I had extended it just a little, maybe a hundred miles, then you would
have reached San Bernardino, and there was a terrorist attack there, a
false flag attack, so I think I was pretty accurate, as far as that goes
too, but, as I say, we won't see any more false flags for a while
because it hurts Hillary.
And it's interesting that at the time of those terrorist attacks I
mentioned, the media was promoting that demonic children's game
called ‘Charlie Charlie’ and we had the Charlie Hebdo massacre in
France and we had that Charleston bombing, that church bombing.
Those were related; those were both false flags and I think the people
were calling down Charlie Charlie, a demon, in order to make those
terrorist attacks, the fake false flags, to make them successful. When I
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say ‘people’ I mean the evil people running this planet; the ones who
want Hillary to defeat Mr. Trump.
And the next email comes from marykaylmj1: ‘I was reviewing your
Antichrist identified miraculous video (that's with those bird
murmurations) from 10/22, and am intrigued by the clown scare
that has been all over the news; any comments or connections?’
Well, I think you're right Mary. Those creepy clowns are predicting the
soon appearance of the Antichrist, and it's interesting that the bird
murmuration video depicted the Antichrist as a clown. Maybe you
remember, on the left you saw Vladimir Putin, in the center you saw a
clown representing the Antichrist and on the right you saw a demon as
a female, and that was Satan. I now begin to believe that the image of
Putin is actually Pope Francis and that would give you the unholy trinity
of the End Times, the False Prophet, the Antichrist and Satan.
So, thanks for your email, Mary, and now, someone else sent me an
email, and I forgot his name, he questioned the numbering of verses. I
did a video eight years ago pointing out to you that in Saint Matthew's
Olivet Discourse, Jesus arranges the 18 tribulation verses in a 6-6-6
sequence and he follows those 18 verses by 15 verses in a 5-5-5
sequence, the victory verses. And, as I explained then, that simply
means that Jesus will use Mary's Rosary to defeat the Antichrist and
we are part of his army, we are the ones who, of course, must say
Mary's Rosary. And he questioned the verse numbering since the
verses were numbered much later; he is correct on that. However, it’s
actually very simple to number Bible verses because you simply
number them according to the sentence structure; that structure is
already there.
In fact, I challenge anyone who doesn’t think the verse numbers are
correct: see if you can come up with a better verse structure. Nobody's
taken me up on that yet. The verses are accurate; they were inspired
just as the rest of Scripture. So I hope all of us get that message from
our Lord. And that's not the only one; all you have to do is look at the
prophecies of Daniel. He uses that same basic structure and that is the
number 6 followed by the number 5; very interesting.
And lastly, I want to comment on Pope Francis making Bishop Cupich
of Chicago a Cardinal. Why should we be surprised? Bishop Cupich
interprets Amoris Laetitia as allowing Communion to divorced and
remarried Catholics. That's exactly what Pope Francis, the False
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Prophet, wants. He wants to take the ‘daily sacrifice away from the
prince’, as prophesied in Daniel 10, verse number 3, and remember, in
that verse, Daniel says ‘neither was I anointed with oil’ and that
refers to the False Prophet. Pope Francis is actually still a cardinal,
Cardinal Bergoglio; and of course, he overlooked Bishop Chaput of
Philadelphia. That's because Bishop Chaput says that people living in
a divorced and remarried state cannot receive Holy Communion in his
diocese. And what this does is it invalidates the priestly consecrations
in Chicago and it keeps the priestly consecrations valid, in
Philadelphia. All of this is prophesied; we are living in the age of Bible
prophecy being fulfilled. It's very important because many of these
people are found in the Bible; Barack Obama, he is the Leopard. Pope
Francis, he is the False Prophet and yours truly, I am the Eagle of the
Apocalypse (Revelation 8:13).
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